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A side from passive word of mouth and referrals, most 
practices rely on proactive lead generation to build 
their patient base. Let’s assume everyone promotes 
their practice through social media or more tradition-
al advertising. How would a doctor stand out among 

the competition such that a patient finds one practice over 
another? Maybe it’s not so much how the patient finds the 
doctor, but rather how the doctor “finds” the patient.

STRONG VS. WEAK CALL TO ACTION BUTTON
To capture leads through a physician website, a doctor will 

place a call-to-action button on their site. This refers to the 
clickable “button” that offers some good or service to the 
visitor in exchange for their contact info. This can include the 
opportunity to sign up for a newsletter/e-book, an offer to 
schedule a consultation, or the ability to chat online.

The types of call-to-action buttons mentioned above are 
best in capturing consumers that are farther down the sales 
funnel and ready to commit to either a consult or procedure. 
Not everyone is that far along in the process.

The trick is to capture everyone, no matter how far along 
they are in the process. Better yet, the goal should be to cap-
ture leads so early in the process that the physician’s practice 
captures the potential patient earlier than her/his competi-
tors do. In other words, “find” the patient that’s already on 
your website and get them into your sales funnel before the 
competition does.

To do this requires a call to action that is so tantalizing 
to the patient that they’re willing to provide their con-
tact info in exchange for information the doctor has. The 
opportunity to get the doctor’s latest e-book, suffice it to 
say, is not adequately tantalizing! Neither is signing up for 
their newsletter.

The information has to be otherwise elusive to the patient. 
At the same time, the effort to accept that call to action 
must be sufficiently low, so that as many consumers as pos-
sible take that action.

More succinctly, an effective call to action must: 
1. Allow the consumer to obtain difficult to find infor-

mation, 
2. Incentivize the consumer to provide their contact 

info, and 
3. Require very little motivation on the part of the 

patient. 
4. This results in a sales funnel that runneth over!

PATIENTS WANT PRICE QUOTES
What call to action meets these three parameters? “Get 

A Quote Now!” Everyone, regardless of where they are in 
the sales funnel, wants to know the cost of a procedure. 
Pricing is so elusive—especially pricing specific to a par-
ticular doctor. This satisfies the first parameter of a great 
call-to-action button. Because it’s so elusive, the patient is 
willing to provide their contact info to get it. This satisfies 
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the second parameter. And with just a few 
clicks, and the ability to avoid calling the 
office to determine cost, this automated 
process satisfies the third parameter.

Moreover, meeting these three param-
eters will allow the physician to bring 
leads into the sales funnel far earlier than 
previously possible. While these consumers 
in their research phase may have already 
been visitors to the doctor’s website, they 
had no reason before to leave behind their 
contact info. Why? Because they weren’t 
ready to schedule a consult or take any 
other action made available to them on 
the website.

With a “Get a Quote Now” call to 
action, the doctor’s website will now cap-
ture these previously unengaged visitors. Put another way, 
these visitors were already on the doctor’s site, the doctor 
just didn’t know it. With a more effective call-to-action 
button, the doctor is finding these consumers earlier in the 
process and effectively sidelining the competition.

THE VIRTUE OF PATIENCE
Just because the website is generating a ton of leads, the 

doctor’s office can’t expect every one of these price-aware 
consumers to convert into patients. As a site captures leads 
earlier in the process, more of these consumer leads are 
in the research phase. They may not be ready to come in. 
Armed with their contact information, the office should fol-
low up with every lead, establish rapport, explain what dif-
ferentiates the doctor from others and nurture that relation-
ship. And by re-engaging with all of those leads via a monthly 
email newsletter, eventually, many of them will come in.

In one study, 17.8 percent of consumers that submitted 
wish lists through a Price Estimator on the author’s website 
over the course of a year ultimately came in for a consulta-
tion.1 Sixty-two percent of those consultations converted 
into procedures. When compared to non price-aware 

patients, the study found that price-aware patients are  
41 percent more likely to book a procedure than non-price 
aware patients. 

Based on data from BuildMyBod Health, consumers 
return to the Price Estimator on a doctor’s site and submit 
multiple wishlists 41.4 days apart. This confirms what we 
already knew: consumers take time to consider a proce-
dure. But the difference now is that the doctor’s office 
knows every time the visitor returns to the site because 
they submit a wishlist 1.) to see if pricing has changed 
or because 2.) they want to check pricing for a different 
combination of procedures. Whatever the reason, the doc-
tor’s office is aware they’re “back” and this gives the office 
another opportunity to follow up and answer any ques-
tions and further nurture that relationship.

WHAT PRICE TRANSPARENCY REALLY MEANS
To be sure, price transparency does not mean the doctor 

is competing on price. It’s simply another data point that 
goes into educating the patient. And just because a patient 
wants to know the cost of a procedure doesn’t make them 
a price shopper. So break with old school thoughts regard-
ing price. If utilized appropriately, it can be the greatest 
lead generation technique to capture patients before your 
competition does. n
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BOTTOM LINE
To be sure, price transparency does not mean 
the doctor is competing on price. It’s simply 
another data point that goes into educating 
the patient. And just because a patient wants 
to know the cost of a procedure doesn’t make 
them a price shopper.

“ THE GOAL SHOULD BE TO CAPTURE 
LEADS SO EARLY IN THE PROCESS THAT 
THE PHYSICIAN’S PRACTICE CAPTURES 
THE POTENTIAL PATIENT EARLIER THAN 
HER/HIS COMPETITORS DO.”


